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The richness of the traditionof political
realism RobertG. Gilpin

What do the following scholars have in common: Kenneth Waltz, Robert
Keohane, Stephen Krasner,Robert W. Tucker, George Modelski, Charles
Kindleberger,and the presentwriter?Verylittle,you mightsay, exceptperhaps
that they have all written on internationalrelationsfrom a ratherdisparate
set of professionaland politicalperspectives.How wrongyou are, according
to RichardAshley. They are all card-carryingmembers of an insidious and
ratherdangerousconspiracythat, like Socrates, is indoctrinatingthe youth
(readgraduatestudents)in false and dangerousways of thinking.And Ashley,
like Karl Popper, E. P. Thompson, and other crusadersagainst nefarious
doctrinesbefore him, seeks to expose their intellectualtreacheryfor the evil
that it is.
The heinous and common crime of these pervertersof the next generation
of graduatestudents in internationalrelations is "neorealism."This felony
may go under other names as well: modern realism,new realism,and structural realism. And, althoughthe purveyorsof this false doctrinemay clothe
themselves in the name and languageof the classical realism of Hans Morgenthau,Henry Kissinger,and others, they have in fact, accordingto Ashley,
betrayedeven the teachingsof the venerable realist tradition.
One does not know whether to be bemused or downrightscandalizedby
Ashley's own orrery of confused, misleading, and perplexingpropositions.
On the one hand, I am flatteredto be placed in such distinguishedcompany
and to be jointly creditedwith having had any influencewhatsoeveron the
anarchyof internationalrelations(I mean here the discipline,not the object
of study itself). On the other, I feel helpless before my accuserbecause I am
not sure precisely what crime it is that I and my fellow defendants have
actuallycommitted. AlthoughAshley tells us in section Ia that "neorealism
... is a progressivescientificredemptionof classicalrealistscholarship,"he
never once informs us of the precise nature of our crime: there is nowhere
in the whole indictment a definition of "neorealism."It is, therefore,imInternationalOrganization38, 2, Spring 1984 0020-8183/84/020287-17 $1.50
? 1984 by the MassachusettsInstituteof Technologyand the World Peace Foundation
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possible to know why such a seemingly motley crew as the one he has
assembled should be labeled-libeled?-as neorealist.It might have helped
if, when describingour alleged lapses from the classical heritageof realism,
Ashley had definedrealismitself. But althoughwe areall chargedwith having
betrayed the realist heritage, at no time does he tell us what that heritage
actually is. As a result, I do not even know why we are all called "realists,"
much less "neo."
This absenceof definitionand the density of Ashley'sprose presentserious
problems in coming to terms with his argument. Furthermore,Ashley's
method of argumentationmakes it exceptionallydifficultto respond to his
specific points. For example, because we are all alleged to have committed
the same crime, quotations from differentauthors are thrown together to
supportvarious specificchargesin the overall indictment.Thus, Waltz may
be quoted to support one specific charge, Krasneranother, and Gilpin yet
a third. That Waltz and Krasnershould be held accountablefor the foibles
of Gilpin does not seem to concernthe self-appointedKafkaesqueprosecutor.
Although I would be the last to deny that schools of thought exist, it is
incumbent upon the categorizerand critic to define rather carefully what
constitutesthe common ground.In the case in point, it is true that the named
individualsdo hold certainideas in common, but they also differimportantly
on many of the very points Ashley treats. Ashley fails to consider whether
the points of agreementor those of disagreementare the more fundamental.
This problem may be illustratedby a brief considerationof Waltz's and
my own last books. In his Theoryof InternationalRelations, Waltz employs
a theoretical framework that is, to use Brian Barry's useful formulation,
essentially "sociological":Waltz starts with the internationalsystem and its
structuralfeatures in order to explain certain aspects of the behavior of
individual states.' My War and Change in WorldPolitics emphasizes the
opposite approach, namely, that of economic or rational choice theory: I
start with individual state actors and seek to explain the emergence and
change of internationalsystems.2 In my judgment, neither approachis intrinsically superiorto the other, given our present state of knowledge;the
utilityof one methodor the otherdependsupon whatthe scholaris attempting
to explain. I find it inexplicable,however, that Ashley arguesthat these two
contrastingmethods are both structuralistand somehow identical.But, then,
in Ashley's orrery,things are seldom what they seem.
A far more fundamentalproblem is the basic strategyof Ashley's polemic
(the term "polemic" is his, and richly deserved). The strategy works as
follows. First, he equates neorealismwith a series of particularphilosophical
positions.Next, he analyzesin turneach positionas a surrogatefor neorealism.
1. Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Relations (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley,
1979).
2. Robert Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1981).
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And, finally,employinga ready-madeset of standardphilosophicalcriticisms,
he dispatches each surrogateand with it its alleged neorealist adherents.
Thus, all neorealistsare at once structuralists,physicalists,statists,utilitarians,
positivists, determinists, and, by virtue of being all these other things, totalitariansand imperialistsas well. If Ashley finds a statementby a neorealist
that happens not to mesh with one of these philosophicalpositions, rather
than assuming that perhapsthe "neorealist"writerdoes not in fact ascribe
to the position in question, Ashley proceeds to accuse the individual of
apostasy. One is enmeshed in a Catch-22.
Speaking of philosophy and the clarity that its ancient Greek inventors
hoped it would bring to our thinking, what is an accused to make of the
following:"For eschatologicaldiscourse (evident in phenomenology,ethnomethodology, and some hermeneuticalsciences) the objective truth of the
discourse lies within and is produced by the discourse itself' (section 2c).
Unfortunately,International Organizationfailed to send an Englishtranslation with the originaltext. Therefore,althoughI am surethat this statement
and many like it throughoutthe articleare meaningfulto Ashley, I have no
idea what it means. It is this needless jargon, this assault on the language,
that gives us social scientists a bad name. More seriously, because of the
opacityof much of Ashley'sprose,I frequentlycould not follow his argument.
(For this reason, if I fail to respond to some of Ashley's more telling points,
it is not that I am deliberatelyavoiding them but rather that I failed to
understandthem.)
I have been asked to respondto Ashley's criticismsof neorealismbecause
my own name has been attachedto his bill of particulars.I do so reluctantly
for several reasons. In the first place, I certainlycannot presume to speak
for the other defendants. Second, I cannot recall that I have ever described
myself as a realist, although I readily admit that I have been profoundly
influenced by such realist thinkers as Thucydides, Hans Morgenthau,and
E. H. Carr,and have no particularobjection to the appellation.But I have
also been stronglyinfluencedby Marxistand liberalwritersas well. If pressed
I would describe myself as a liberal in a realist world and frequentlyeven
in a world of Marxist class struggle.
With these caveats in mind I would like to address several issues raised
by Ashley's attack.Priorto doing so, however, I shall discusswhat I consider
to be the essence of realism. Let me state at the outset that, whateverother
crimes neorealistsmay have committed as a group,they have not, as Ashley
avers, abandoned the fundamentalpremises of realist thought.
The nature of political realism
I believe that political realism must be seen as a philosophicaldisposition
and set of assumptions about the world ratherthan as in any strict sense a
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"scientific"theory. Although a realist perspective may give rise to testable
hypotheses and more systematictheories, politicalrealism itself, as Richard
Rosecrance once aptly put it, is best viewed as an attitude regardingthe
human condition. Unlike its polar opposite, idealism, realism is founded on
a pessimism regardingmoral progressand human possibilities.
From this perspective,all realistwriters-neoclassical, structural,or what
have you-may be said to share three assumptions regardingpolitical life.
The firstis the essentiallyconflictualnatureof internationalaffairs.As Thomas
Hobbes told his patron,the 2nd earl of Devonshire, and realistwritershave
always attempted to tell those who would listen, "it's a jungle out there."
Anarchy is the rule; order, justice, and morality are the exceptions. The
realist need not believe that one must always forego the pursuit of these
highervirtues, but realistsdo stress that in the world as it is, the final arbiter
of things political is power. All moral schemes will come to naught if this
basic reality is forgotten.
The second assumption of realism is that the essence of social reality is
the group. The buildingblocks and ultimate units of social and political life
are not the individualsof liberalthoughtnor the classesof Marxism(although
in certaincircumstances"class"may in fact be the basis of groupsolidarity).
Realism, as I interpretit, holds that the foundation of political life is what
Ralf Dahrendorfhas called "conflictgroups."'This is anotherway of saying
that in a world of scarceresourcesand conflict over the distributionof those
resources, human beings confront one another ultimately as members of
groups, and not as isolated individuals. Homo sapiens is a tribal species,
and loyalty to the tribe for most of us ranks above all loyalties other than
that of the family. In the modern world, we have given the name "nationstate" to these competing tribes and the name "nationalism"to this form
of loyalty. True, the name, size, and organizationof the competing groups
into which our species subdividesitself do alterover time-tribes, city-states,
kingdoms, empires, and nation-states-due to changes in economic, demographic,and technologicalfactors.Regrettably,however, the essentialnature
of intergroupconflict does not.
The third assumption that I believe characterizesrealist thinking is the
primacy in all political life of power and securityin human motivation. As
Thucydidesput it, men are motivated by honor, greed,and, above all, fear.4
This is not to say that power and security are the sole or even the most
important objectives of mankind; as a species we prize beauty, truth, and
goodness. Realism does not deny the importanceof these other values, although particularrealists may. (Nonrealistsmay as well-realists, after all,
do not have a monopoly on vice.) What the realist seeks to stress is that all
3. RalfDahrendorf,Classand ClassConflictin IndustrialSociety(Stanford:StanfordUniversity
Press, 1959).
4. Thucydides, The PeloponnesianWar(New York: ModernLibrary,1951), p. 44.
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these more noble goals will be lost unless one makes provision for one's
security in the power struggleamong social groups.
Given a realismso defined,are the neorealistsas ignoblea bandof apostates
as Ashley would have us believe? In answeringthis question, I shall discuss
only those criticisms that I think lie at the heart of Ashley's case. First, I
considerthe criticismthat the scientificconcernsof the neorealistssomehow
violate the more practicalspirit of the classical realists. What I propose to
show in this connection, and throughoutthis essay, is that Ashley has a very
narrowand constrictedcomprehensionof the variety and richnessof realist
thought.

The issue of methodologicaldifferences
Accordingto Ashley, a major differencebetween classical and new realists
is methodological.The former, we are told, are intuitive in their approach;
they remainclose to the actualpracticeof statecraft.In contrast,the neorealists
are said to objectify political life and improperlyseek to make international
relationsinto a social science. In doing so, however, the new realists,Ashley
charges, have abandoned and lost what was most important in the older
realism, namely, a respect for diplomatic practice.
Again we run into the critical problem that Ashley does not define his
terms, and his argumenttakes on that closed-loop qualitythat defies understanding or refutation. If "classical"realists are the members of the realist
breed who are intuitive, and "neorealists"are the ones who are scientific,
Ashley wins by a tautology. Yet I find realists on both sides of this traditionalist/scientific fence, and indeed some versatile ones jump back and
forth. In fact, Ashley's quintessenceof a classicalrealist, Hans Morgenthau,
can be found at various times on both sides of this methodologicalissue.
The same can be said of most new realists as well. But for the sake of
argument,let us consider the several individualswhom Ashely would surely
have to call classical realists.
In my judgment, there have been three great realist writers;it is difficult
for me to conceive that anyone would deny them inclusion in the tradition.
They are Thucydides, Machiavelli, and Carr. (Parenthetically,for such a
learned scholar, Ashley holds an amazingly narrow and time-bound conception of the realist tradition.) One finds in each of these writers both
intuitive and scientificelements. For example, Thucydides'intuitive insights
into state behavior were indeed profound. In Ashley's terms, one could say
that he was a classical realist interested in state practice.Yet, as classicists
point out, Thucydides was greatly influenced by Greek science and in fact
took his method of analysisfrom it; one should not forgetthat he is heralded
as the first scientifichistorian (and, I would add, the first scientific student
of internationalrelationsas well). Or take Machiavelliwho was, if anything,
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an observer of state practice but is by most accounts credited as being the
first true political scientist. As for Carr,the opening chapterof The Twenty
Years'Crisis, 1919-1939, cries out for a science of internationalrelationsin
order to overcome the problem of war and to institute a mechanism of
peacefulchange.5If these threewriters,spanningthe millenniaand combining
both intuitive and scientific elements in their thinking, are not "classical"
realists by anyone's definition, then I do not know who is. And if they are,
then Ashley gives too much credit, or discredit, to the new realists as the
first realists wanting to put realism on a more scientific footing. In fact,
contrary to Ashley, realism in all historical epochs is characterizedby its
effort to ground the "science" of internationalrelations on the realities of
diplomatic "practice."
In this connection, the case of Hans Morgenthauis especiallyinteresting,
particularlybecause he is Ashley's prime example of a classical realist. In
his superb ScientificMan versusPowerPolitics, Morgenthauclearlydoes fit
Ashley's very narrowconceptionof the realisttradition.6The book is brilliant
in its exposition of the realist's pessimistic view of the human condition, a
judgment that Morgenthausaw confirmedas he observed the failureof the
liberaldemocraciesto understandthe role of powerin the worldand to stand
together against Hitler before it was too late. But how is one to characterize
the Morgenthauwho wrote in Politics among Nations, first published two
years later in 1948, the following: "Political realism believes that politics,
like society in general,is governed by objectivelaws that have their roots in
human nature"?7Surely, this Morgenthauwould have to be cast into that
outer circleof Ashley's Infernoreservedfor the likesof neorealistobjectifiers.
(I suspect that the more intuitive Morgenthauwas led astrayby his Chicago
brethrenwho, beginningwith that remarkablycreativeidealistQuincyWright
and others in the 1920s and 1930s, had been seeking to fashion a science
of internationalrelations. Like Ashley, I too preferthe earlierand intuitive
Morgenthau.)
It is no doubt true that the new realistsare more self-consciouslyscientific
than their classical realist mentors. They do seek to apply social theory to
an understandingof internationalaffairs. But, then, so do almost all contemporary schools of internationalrelations. At the same time, however,
most, if not all, so-called neorealistsalso have a healthy respect for practice
and intuition. Thus Ashley's notion of a fundamentaldisjuncturebetween
classical and new realism simply does not hold up under close examination.
The realisttradition,for whatever it is worth, is an old one. As distinguished
as they are, Morgenthau,Herz, and their contemporariesdid not, as Ashley
5. EdwardHallett Carr, The Twenty Years'Crisis, 1919-1939 (London:Macmillan, 1951).
6. Hans Morgenthau,ScientificMan versusPowerPolitics (Chicago:University of Chicago
Press, 1946).
7. Hans Morgenthau,Politics among Nations (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1973), p. 4,
emphasis added.
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appears to assume, begin it. Within that venerable tradition is far greater
room for niethodogicaldiversity than is dreamt of in Ashley's philosophy.

The role of economicfactors
I must confess that Ashley's second allegeddifferencebetween what he calls
classicalrealismand the new realismastounds me. It is that the formerwere
uninterestedin economic matterswhereasthe latter are enamoredof them.
The reason for this contrast, he furtherargues, is the dual crisis of realism
and the world capitalisteconomy. In my judgment, Ashley's comprehension
of these matters is greatlyflawed and reveals a superficialunderstandingof
realist thought.
If by "classical"realists one means Morgenthau,John Herz, or Henry
Kissinger, then Ashley is most certainly correct. There is an absence of
economic concerns in the work of all three scholars. Writinglargelyduring
the heightof the Cold War,they primarilyfocused theirconcernson national
security.The new realists, on the other hand, have been motivated in part
by a desire to counter this limitation of postwar realism and to apply the
fundamentalinsights of the realist traditionto the issues that burst on the
world scene as the Cold War seeminglyabatedin the 1970s, and when issues
of trade, money, and foreign investment moved to the fore. But Ashley's
characterizationof this shift in the focus of realism and the reasons for it
once again displays his historical myopia.
The new realists may best be seen, I believe, as returningto the roots of
the realisttradition.In all historicalepochs, realistthinkershave focused on
the economic dimensions of statecraft.Thus, Thucydides' History can be
read as an examination of the impact of a profoundcommercialrevolution
on a relativelystatic internationalsystem. The expansionof trade, the monetization of traditionalagrarianeconomies, and the rise of new commercial
powers (especially Athens and Corinth), as he tells us, transformed 5thcentury Greek internationalpolitics and laid the basis for the greatwar that
eviscerated Greek civilization. Everything-well, almost everything-that
the new realists find intriguingin the interactionof internationaleconomics
and politics can be found in the History of the Peloponnesian War:an expanding, interdependent"world" economy; the political use of economic
leverage, i.e., the MegaraDecree; and even conflict over energy resources,
in this case the wheat to fuel men's bodies. These and other economic factors
enter into all aspects of Thucydides' analysis of the war and its causes. In
spirit and substance he may be said to have been a political economistperhapsthe first-and almostall realistshave followedhim in this appreciation
of the intimate connection between internationalpolitics and international
economics.

Other examples of the realist concern with economic matters are readily
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available. Take, for example, the mercantilistsof the early modem period.
As Jacob Vinertells us, for these realiststhe pursuitof powerand the pursuit
of wealth were indistinguishable.8Throughoutthe 17th and 18th centuries
national interest was identified with and depended upon the achievement
of a trade and balance-of-paymentssurplus.If one wanted to play the game
of nationsone neededgold and silverto pay for the newlycreatedprofessional
armiesof the emergentnation-statesand to financean increasinglyexpensive
foreignpolicy.Or whataboutthose otherrealistthinkers,AlexanderHamilton
and his disciples in the German Historical School, who identifiednational
power with industrializationand economic self-sufficiency?Perhapsa rather
unsavory lot, but realistsnonetheless. And then there is my second-favorite
realistafterThucydides,E. H. Carr,who lays greatstresson economic power
and economic variables in his classic work in the realist tradition.
To be autobiographicalfor a moment, this alleged neorealist found in
Carr'swork one of the greatest inspirationsfor his own scribblingsin the
field. He incorporatedCarr's analysis of the relationship of international
economics and politics into his own work on the subject. In short, contrary
to Ashley'sallegations,economicaspectsof internationalrelationshave always
been a major concern of realist writers.
From the perspectiveof this long traditionof realistwritingson the intimate
connection between internationalpolitics and economics, the absence of a
similarintereston the partof Ashley's"classical"realistsis whatis noteworthy
and requires explanation. For it was they who abandoned an important
component of the mainstream realist tradition. One finds, for example, a
scant few pages in Morgenthauon economic imperialismand the economic
base of nationalpower.Althoughhe does drawa comparisonbetweenrealist
and economic modes of analysis, as Ashley points out, this is rather misleading;whereasMorgenthau'srealismfocuseson the stateas actor,economic
analysisis based on the individualactoror coalitionof actors.(The quotation
from Morgenthauis curious in this regardbecause it is contraryto Ashley's
point that classicalrealistswere uninterestedin economics.)As for Kissinger,
it can truly be said that as scholar and statesmanhe was almost completely
innocent of economic interests or understanding.Indeed, the early postwar
generationof American realists, despite their other virtues, had their eyes
fixed so firmly on the power strugglebetween the superpowersthat they
overlooked the economic relations beneath the flux of political relations.
The "rediscovery,"if that is the right term, by the new realists of the
economic component of internationalaffairswas a responseto the surfacing
of these economic factors in the 1970s. It was not, as Ashley suggests,due
to a crisis in realist thought itself, a crisis somehow intrinsicallyrelated to
the crisis of world capitalism.On the contrary,realistwriterstend to believe
8. Jacob Viner, "Power versus Plenty as Objectives of Foreign Policy in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries," World Politics 1 (October 1948), pp. 1-29.
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that their general perspectiveon the relationshipof economics and politics
provides a much better explanation of what has transpiredover the past
decade or so, and of the reasons for the crisis of the world economy, than
do those of their liberal and Marxist ideologicalrivals.
The essential argument of most realists with respect to the nature and
functioningof the internationaleconomy, I would venture to say, is that the
internationalpoliticalsystem providesthe necessaryframeworkfor economic
activities. The internationaleconomy is not regardedas an autonomous
sphere, as liberals argue, nor is it in itself the driving force behind politics,
as the Marxists would have us believe. Although economic forces are real
and have a profound effect on the distributionof wealth and power in the
world, they alwayswork in the context of the politicalstruggleamonggroups
and nations. When the distributionof power and internationalpolitical relations change, correspondingchanges may be expected to take place in
global economic relations. Thus, for Carr, the open and expanding world
economy of the 19th centuryrestedon Britishpowerand interest,and when
the Pax Britannicawas underminedin the latter part of the centuryby the
redistributionof power toward nonliberal states, correspondingeconomic
changes were set in motion that eventually led to the collapse of the liberal
world economy.
Ashley's neorealists, including the present writer, have made a similar
analysisof the contemporaryworld economic crisis, in terms of the rise and
decline of so-called hegemonicpowers.Unfortunatelythe use of this concept
of hegemony and its economic implicationshave spreadas much confusion
as light. In particular,the concept has inspiredratheroversimplifiedanalyses
of the relationshipbetween political hegemony and a liberal international
economy.As othershave associatedme withviews to whichI do not subscribe,
I would like to make clear my own position on this relationship.
As I argue in War and Change in WorldPolitics, there is no necessary
connectionbetweenpoliticalhegemonyand economicliberalism.Historically,
in fact, hegemony, or political domination, has been associated with the
command economies of empires:why create an imperialsystem in the first
place, if it is not to take control of other economies and exploit them to
one's own advantage?The close associationbetween politicalhegemonyand
economic liberalismin the modern world began with the political and economic riseof GreatBritain.Britainwas the most efficientproducerof tradeable
goods for world markets;its leaders, a liberal,middle class elite, judged the
promotion of an open world economy to be in their national interest. It
cannotbe emphasizedtoo stronglythatboth politicalhegemonyand economic
efficiencyare necessary ingredientsfor a nation to promote a liberal world
economy. For the first time in the history of the world these two crucial
elements came together in the guise of the Pax Britannica and Britain's
global industrialsupremacy.
Nor does it follow that the decline of hegemony will lead inevitablyto the
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collapse of a liberalworld economy, althoughthe dominant liberalpower's
decline does, in my judgment, greatlyweaken the prospectsfor the survival
of a liberaltradingsystem. This was most certainlythe case for the Britishcenteredworld economy and may very well be the fate of our own. But what
eventually happens depends also, I believe, on factors both economic and
political. I shall only discuss the latter, as the more relevant, in the present
context. It should be obvious, however, that certaineconomic aspects of the
situation, such as the rate of economic growth or the complementarityof
tradinginterests,are also of greatimportancein the preservationof economic
liberalism.
As I have argued,a liberal internationaleconomy rests on three political
foundations.9The first is a dominant liberal hegemonic power or, I would
also stress, liberal powers able and willing to manage and enforce the rules
of a liberal commercial order. The second is a set of common economic,
political, and security interests that help bind liberal states together. And
the third is a shared ideological commitment to liberal values. These three
elements constitute what I called above the politicalframeworkfor the economic system. Thus, since the end of the Second World War, American
global hegemony, the anti-Soviet alliance, and a Keynesian, welfare-state
ideologyhave cementedtogethereconomicrelationsamongthe threeprincipal
centersof industrialpoweroutside the Soviet bloc-the United States,Japan,
and Western Europe.
It was on the basis of this conceptualizationof the relationshipbetween
internationaleconomicsand politicsthatI and a numberof other"neorealists"
were highly skeptical of the argument of the more extreme exponents of
interdependencetheory. Their projections into the indefinite future of an
increasinglyinterdependentworld, in which nation-statesand triballoyalties
(read nationalism)would cease to exist, seemed to us to be a misreadingof
history and social evolution. Such theorizingassumed the preeminenceand
autonomy of economic and technologicalforces over all others in effecting
political and social change. Thus, it neglected the political base on which
this interdependentworldeconomy restedand, more importantly,the political
forces that were eroding these political foundations.
For many realists, therefore, the crisis of the world economy of which
Ashley writes was at least in part a consequence of the erosion of these
political foundations: the relative decline of American hegemony, the increasingstrains within the anti-Soviet alliance, and the waning of the commitment to liberal ideology. Contraryto Ashley's view that the crisis of the
world economy somehow representsa challenge to realism, it is precisely
the traditionalinsights of realism that help us to explain the crisis and the
ongoingretreatfrom an interdependentworldeconomy. The politicalcement
of the economic system is dissolving with the eclipse of Americanhegemony
9. Gilpin, Warand Change,esp. p. 129.
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and related political changes. However, and this is a point that I wish to
emphasize,whetheror not this deteriorationof the worldeconomy continues
does not depend solely on structuralfactors. Market forces and skillful diplomacy do matter in the eventual outcome. Realists have sought to add
the missing political dimensions to other analyses of the interdependent
world economy.

Other crimes and serious misdemeanors
ScatteredthroughoutAshley's article are assorted other indictments of the
new realists, especially their alleged departuresfrom the views of classical
realists.Among these apostasiesare those of statism,structuraldeterminism,
objectivism, ethical neutrality, reificationof the state, and youthful overexuberance.(As one who has entered his second half-century,I especially
liked this last charge.)Under Ashley's close scrutinyno one turns out to be
what they seem or thoughtthemselvesto be-including, I suspect,the classical
realists for whom Ashley claims to speak and whose besmirchedhonor he
seeks to uphold. They would no doubt be as perplexed as I am regarding
Ashley's characterizationof their views (and everyoneelse's for that matter).
It may very well be that particularnew realists,includingme, have committed one or more of the stated crimes. I cannot answer for all of us, and
I readilyconfess that over a span of nearlythree decades of professionallife
my own ideason many subjectshave changed.I shallcontinueto try,however,
as best as I can, to deal with Ashley'scriticismsof new realistsas a collectivity.
Accordingto Ashley, the new realists, in contrast to his classicalvariety,
are ''statist."What does this mean? At times he seems to suggest that new
realists worship the state and, therefore, are closet totalitarians.At other
times he appears to mean that neorealists,unlike classical realists, believe
in an unendingstate-centricworld.I shallassumehe means the latter,because
it is at least a significantintellectualpoint whereas the former is polemical
innuendo designed to scare easily corruptiblegraduatestudents away from
the likes of such allegedprotofascistsas Bob Keohane and GeorgeModelski.
As I pointed out above, I believe that realists of all stripes accept the
primacyof the groupas the basicunit of politicallife. In internationalrelations
the group-organizationof politicalaffairshas most frequentlytakenthe form
of the state;in the modern world a particularsubspeciesof state, the nationstate, has predominatedin political life. This does not mean, however, as
Ashley alleges, that new realists necessarily believe that the state is here
forever. Speakingfor myself, I have argued that the modern state and the
nation-state system arose due to a peculiar set of economic, technological,
and other circumstances.I have argued, further, that just as the modern
nation-stateis a productof particularhistoricalforces,changesin those forces
could bring about the demise of the nation-state. In a changed economic
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and technologicalenvironment, groups, and I emphasize the word, groups,
might cease to believe that the nation-statecontinues to serve their security
and other interests.
The differencebetween Ashley and me on this issue of the state and its
future can best be understood, I believe, by quoting from an earlierarticle
of his, also attackingthe new realists. The quotation from Ashley contains
two paragraphsfrom Morgenthau'sPolitics among Nations.
For classical realists, by contrast, such a metaphysicalcommitment to
the state and the states system is, to borrow one of Kenneth Waltz's
favorite epithets, a mistaken reificationof a principle.As discussed earlier, classical realists have their own metaphysicalcommitment:a commitment to a dialecticaland generativebalance of power scheme. In
the classical realist understanding,this scheme finds expression
throughoutall levels and in all things of the political universe, among
them the modern states system. It is constitutive of the system. The
system's tensions-the ever present and contrarymovement toward unity and fragmentation,for example-are read by classicalrealistsas a
particularhistoricalmanifestationof the scheme's own antinomies. But
the scheme, as classical realists understand,is not to be reduced to any
of the relations it generates,the modern states system included.
Indeed, if one truly grasps the scheme, as classical realistsdo, then
one understandsthat history cannot be expected to come to an end in
some state systemic cul-de-sac whose only exit is by the means endorsed by the system itself. If one truly grasps the scheme, then one
can understandhow Morgenthaucan conclude his discussion of his
third 'principleof political realism' by saying:
'What is true of the general characterof internationalrelationsis also
true of the nation state as the ultimate point of referenceof contem porary foreign policy. While the realist indeed believes that interest is the
perennialstandardby which political action must be judged and directed, the contemporaryconnectionbetweeninterestand the nation
state is a productof history, and is thereforebound to disappearin the
course of history. Nothing in the realistposition militates against the assumption that the present division of the worldinto nation states will be
replacedby larger units of a quite differentcharacter,more in keeping
with the technicalpotentialities and the moral requirementsof the contemporaryworld.
'The realist parts company with other schools of thought before the
all-importantquestion of how the contemporaryworld is to be trans
formed. The realist is persuadedthat this transformationcan be
achieved only through the workmanlikemanipulationof the peren nial
forces that have shaped the past and will shape the future. The realist
cannot be persuadedthat we can bring about the transformation by
confrontinga political reality that has its own laws with an abstract
ideal that refuses to take those laws into account.'
Lest the point be missed: If by statism we mean a metaphysicalcom-
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mitment to the state and the states system suspended beyond the critical force of historicallygrounded scholarship,then new realism is a
form of statism. Classical realism most emphaticallyis not. For classical
realism, the state and the states system are themselves 'abstractideals,'
and their realizationin concrete form is always problematic,always
contingent on the poising and counterpoisingof opposing 'perennial
forces' generatedby an underlyingbalance of power scheme under the
concrete circumstancesof time and place. States, in other words, are
'unitaryactors' only as an ideal that statesmen would strive to realize
but at best only approximatewhen they succeed in solving the problem
of balancingcontesting forces which can never be assumed to cease. To
say otherwise, to treat states as unitaryactors pure and simple, is to engage in a reductioad absurdum,a lie that the leader might tell to the
people but never, if he is wise, tell to himself. As Morgenthauwas fond
of pointing out, to forget this is to take the politics out of the statesomething that tyrants would want to do but political scientists should
not.'0
Ashley's interpretationof Morgenthau'sinterpretationof classicalrealism
on the nature and future of the state seems to me wrong and unnecessarily
complex. I read Morgenthauas simply saying the following:if the nationstate is to disappear, as in the case of earlier forms of the state (empires,
city-states, and absolute monarchies),it will do so throughage-old political
processesand not as idealistswould wish througha transcendenceof politics
itself. The key to his position is contained in the statement that "this transformation can only be achieved through the workmanlikemanipulationof
the perennialforcesthat have shaped the past and will shape the future.The
realist cannot be persuadedthat we can bring about the transformationby
confrontinga political reality that has its own laws with an abstract ideal
that refusesto take those laws into account."(Withrespectto Ashley'scharge
that neorealists"objectify"whereclassicalrealistsintuit,what could be more
objectifiedthan to talk about politics having its own laws and to allude to
perennialforces?)I doubt that many new realists would use such language
except perhapsin some metaphoricalsense; certainlythey would not use it
in the highly determinist manner of Morgenthauhimself.
What the latter passage from Morgenthausays, at least to me, is that if
the state or the nation-state system is to be replaced by a larger political
unit, it will happen throughthe same type of political process that has historicallybroughtabout politicalchange. I accept that. In fact, I wrote a book
whose central thesis was that despite contemporaryeconomic and technological developments, the essential nature of the political process has not
changedover the millennia.In this sense, thoughI do have some reservations
10. Richard K. Ashley, "Realist Dialectics: Toward a Critical Theory of World Politics"
(Paper prepared for the American Political Science Association meeting, Denver, Colo., September
1982), pp. 26-28.
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regarding"objective laws and perennialforces," I consider myself a disciple
of Hans Morgenthau.
With respect to Ashley's charges that we new realists are state-centric,
deny the existence of politics, and enshrine the contemporarystate as here
forever,perhapsthree quotationsfrom my own writingwill sufficeto showputtingthe point in ratherblunt terms-that Ashley has not done his homework and does not really know what he is talking about.
On state-centricismand the state as political actor:
The argumentthat the state (as herein conceived) is the principalactor
in internationalrelations does not deny the existence of other individual
and collective actors. As Ernst Haas cogently put it, the actors in international relations are those entities capable of putting forth demands effectively; who or what these entities may be cannot be answereda
priori (Haas, 1964, p. 84). However, the state is the principalactor in
that the nature of the state and the pattern of relations among states
are the most important determinantsof the characterof international
relations at any given moment. This argumentdoes not presume that
states need always be the principalactors, nor does it presume that the
nature of the state need always be the same and that the contemporary
nation-state is the ultimate form of political organization.Throughout
history, in fact, states and political organizationshave varied greatly:
tribes, empires, fiefdoms, city-states, etc. The nation-statein historical
terms is a ratherrecent arrival;its success has been due to a peculiar
set of historicalcircumstances,and there is no guaranteethat these conditions will continue into the future. Yet it would be prematureto suggest (much less declare, as many contemporarywritersdo) that the
nation-state is dead or dying."
On politics and the political determinationof state policy:
Strictly speaking, states, as such, have no interests, or what economists
call "utility functions," nor do bureaucracies,interest groups, or socalled transnationalactors, for that matter. Only individuals and individuals joined together into various types of coalitions can be said to
have interests. From this perspective the state may be conceived as a
coalition of coalitions whose objectives and interests result from the
powers and bargainingamong the several coalitions composing the
largersociety and political elite. In the languageof Brian Barry(1976,
p. 159), collective choice and determinationof political objectives are
coalition processes (Cyert and March, 1963, p. 28).12
On the future of the nation-state and the possibilitiesof largerforms of
political organization:
It is not clear, however, what the ultimate effect of contemporarymili11. Gilpin, Warand Change, p. 18.
12. Ibid., pp. 18-19.
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tary and economic developments will be on the scale of political organization. The scope of nuclear warfareand the immense cost of a
retaliatoryforce would appear to favor an enlargementof political entities. At the same time, however, an attempt to conquer a small state
possessing even a very modest nuclear capabilitymay be prohibitively
expensive. Increasingeconomic interdependencecertainlyhas decreased
national economic autonomy. However, it has also meant that states
can have access to large markets without the necessity of integrating
politically and that states have increasedtheir interventionin the economy in order to protect national values against potentiallyharmfulexternal economic forces. Although the emergenceof global ecologicaland
related problems necessitates a comparableorganizationof human affairs, the hold of the nation-stateconcept on the minds of men grows
ever more tenacious. The ambiguouseffects of these contemporarydevelopments may be noted in three seemingly contradictoryaspects of
present-dayinternationalpolitics: (1) the emergenceof the superpower;
(2) the movement toward regionalintegration;(3) the proliferationof
new nation-statesand secession movements in older nation-states.
These contradictorydevelopments suggest that the sizes and distributions of political entities in our era have yet to be determined.'3
Of course, we "realists"know that the state does not really exist; in fact,
we knew that before GrahamAllison told us so. But, then, as I have written
elsewhere,neitherdo Allison'sbureaucracies,interestgroups,nor even transnationalactors exist for that matter.'4Only individualsreallyexist, although
I understandthat certain schools of psychology challenge even this. Only
individualsact, even though they may act on behalfof one of these collective
socialentities,the most importantone beingthe group.But Ashley is certainly
correct that we (all of us, including critics of "neorealists")do write as if
some particularsocial or political entity really does exist and acts. It is a
matter of convenience and economy to do so. Thus, we speak of the Soviets
doing such-and-suchratherthan listingthe individualmembersof the Central
Committee who in reality did the acting. There is certainly the danger in
this practice of coming to think of the state as an actor in its own right,
which has interestsseparatefrom those of its constituentmembers. If I have
committed this fallacy of reification,I shall attempt to be more careful in
the future.By the same token, however, Ashley should be more circumspect
in attributingvariousbeliefsto the very diversecollectionof individualscholars that he labels "neorealists."
Two other issues where the new realistsare said to depart from classical
realismare those of "freewill versus determinism"and "objectivismversus
subjectivism."Classicalrealists,accordingto Ashley, were committed to the
view that statesmen could change the internationalenvironment;the sub13. Ibid., p. 229.
14. Ibid., p. 18.
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jective views of statesmen were, therefore,important.New realists, on the
other hand, are accused of believing that objective structures,such as the
number and size of states in the internationalsystem or the position of a
state in the international hierarchy of states, determine the behavior of
statesmen.
This contrastis absurd.No new realistthat I have readarguesthat political
structuredetermines all behavior. Nor does any classical realist argue that
indeterminismand subjectivismrule the world. Most new realists,however,
do argue,I believeit safe to say, that structureconstrainsand in factpowerfully
influences behavior-but so do classical realists, as Ashley himself well illustrates in his long discussion of the role of the "balance of power" in
classical realist thought. As the passage quoted above from Morgenthau
attests, Ashley's prime model of a classical realist believes that perennial
forces and the laws of political reality always confront the statesman. No
new realist has been more objectivist and determinist than this in setting
forth the limits on the freedom of the statesman.
In his earlierarticle cited above, Ashley made his most vehement attack
on the new realists in the following words: "new realists assume the transhistorical truth, objectivity,and value neutralityof technical reason as an
action orientingframe."'l What he appears to be saying is a criticism frequently made about all political realists, old and new, which accounts in
large measure for the strong emotional attacks on realists by Ashley and
many others. Many,especiallyamongthe youngergenerationof international
scholars, abhor realism because it is believed to be an immoral doctrine at
best and a license to kill, make war, and commit wanton acts of rapine at
worst. Only the existence of such a belief on the partof its most vocal critics
can possibly explain why realism has so frequentlybeen subjectedto highly
emotional and, I personallybelieve, irresponsibleattacks.AlthoughAshley,
I should quickly add, has not himself been guilty of such behavior, his
criticisms do give aid and comfort to those who see realists as immoral
monsters.
This rapof moralneutralityborderingon immoralityis obviouslya difficult
one to beat. Do we have a morals test for theoriesof internationalrelations?
I hope not. Fortunately, given the Anglo-Saxon legal tradition in which
InternationalOrganizationis published,it should not be necessaryto prove
one's innocence. Still, if a charge is made and one fails to respond to it,
others may tend to presume one's guilt. For this reason, a brief defense of
realismas a politicallymoral doctrineseems called for. In fact, I would argue
that a moral commitment lies at the heart of realism, at least as I interpret
it. This is not to say, however, that particularindividualrealistshave on all
occasions behaved in ways that the readerwould regardas morallyjustified.
Since Machiavelli,if not before,two perspectiveson internationalmorality
15. Ashley, "Realist Dialectics," p. 32, his emphases.
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have attached themselves to the realist position. Machiavelli himself has
variously been interpretedas sharingone perspectiveor the other. He has
been held to be immoral, amoral, and a moralist.
The first moral perspectiveassociatedwith realism is what Gordon Craig
and Alexander George characterize as vulgar realism.'6 It is the amoralism,

or if you prefer,the immoralism,of Thucydides'"MelianDialogue":in order
to discouragefurtherrebellionsagainst their empire, the Athenians put the
men of Melos to the sword and enslaved the women and children. It was
this type of raison de'tatbehaviorthat the greatGermanhistorian,Friedrich
Meinecke,condemned in his importantbook, Machiavellism.'7This amoral
version of realism, which holds that the state is supreme and unbound by
any ethical principles,is not my own view of realism..Nor, I would venture
to say, is it a positionto whichany of the new realiststhatAshleyso sweepingly
condemns would subscribe.
Thereis, however,anothermoralpositionassociatedwith politicalrealism.
As Craigand George remind us, in the early modem period realist writers
sought to impose some constraintson the excesses of absolute monarchs.'8
Accordingto this interpretationof realism,statesshouldpursuetheirnational
interests,not those of a particulardynasty or political party. Statesmen are
admonished to carryout a foreignpolicy in the interestof the whole nation
and not just in the selfish interestsof the rulingelite. Further,it was believed
that there were certain rules of prudent behavior that enabled a state both
to protectits interestsand at the same time to minimizeinternationalviolence.
CertainlyMorgenthauis situatedin this traditionwhen he concludesPolitics
among Nations with a set of "do's and dont's" for contemporarystatesmen;
furthermore,basinghis position on these principles,Morgenthauwas among
the first to condemn the Vietnam War. What Morgenthauand many other
realists have in common is a belief that ethical and political behavior will
fail unless it takes into account the actual practiceof states and the teachings
of sound theory. It is this dual commitment, to practiceand to theory, that
sets realism apart from both idealism and the abstracttheorizingthat characterizes so much of the contemporarystudy of internationalrelations.
I like to think, and Ashley has yet to convince me to the contrary,that
the new realists, like their classical forebears, study internationalpractice
and theorizeabout it in partto add to the list of "do's and dont's"formulated
by Thucydides, Morgenthau,and others. The new realists thus continue a
traditionthat politicaltheoristscall "advice to princes."For example, some
have studied and advocated improvementsin internationalregimes.Others
have writtenon the problem of peacefulchange. Still others have dealt with
16. Gordon A. Craig and Alexander L. George, Force and Statecraft-Diplomatic

Problems

of Our Time (New York:Oxford University Press, 1983).
17. Friedrich Meinecke, Machiavellism; the Doctrine of raison d'etat and Its Place in Modern

History,trans. by DouglasScott (London:Routledge, 1957).
18. Craig and George, Force and Statecraft, p. 5.
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the dangersof nuclear war. This advice may not be very useful and, being
realists,we know that it is seldom if ever given seriousattention. But to say,
as Ashley does, that the new realistsas a groupareguiltyof "moralneutrality"
is as baseless as it is unfair.
This last point leads me to make a confession. Ashley is correct.I am "a
closet liberal." I do believe in the liberal values of individualism, liberty,
and human rights, and I do want my country to stand for and to stand up
for these things. I do believe, further,that we social scientists should study
war, injustice, and, yes, even imperialism,in order to help eliminate these
evils. I do have faith that knowledge as a generalrule is to be preferredto
ignorance.But I most certainlydo not believe, as Ashley alleges,in automatic
progress. On the contrary, I am not even sure that progressexists in the
moral and internationalspheres. Indeed, there have been transient internationalordersthat have been more benignand humanethan others. I count
the Britishand Americaneras of world dominanceamong them, despite the
Opium and Vietnam wars and other abuses of power. It is, in fact, precisely
this issue of automatic and evolutionaryprogressthat divides most realists
from most idealists. Whereas the latter tend to believe that technological
advance, increasingeconomic interdependence,and the alleged emergence
of a global community are transformingthe natureof internationalrelations,
I for one lean toward a belief in Morgenthau's perennialforces of political

struggleand the limits that they place on human perfection.To me at least,
this moral skepticismjoined to a hope that reason may one day gain greater
control over passions constitutes the essence of realism and unites realists
of every generation.

